TA S K S E AT I N G C O L L E C T I O N

Task. Mastered.

From
the reception through to the boardroom. We have unique seating solutions for everybody.


We’re an independent design and manufacture business, working out of our
factory headquarters in green and pleasant Wiltshire. We’ve been making
furniture for 40 years and we’re proud of the passion and enthusiasm that
still goes into each piece.
Our R&D process looks to deliver beautiful, ergonomic solutions; furniture
which enhances an environment, and makes the user’s life a bit better.
Furniture that’s restorative; that facilitates communication; that looks great.
It’s a lot of boxes to tick but we’re pretty good at it.
Our clients are long-term partners. We approach these relationships as we
do our furniture; build it to last. We believe in strong communication and
shared purpose. Most of the clients we started with 40 years ago are still
working with us, we’ve grown our businesses together. We think this is
because we look after our clients: we work hard to understand their
priorities and look at how we can support their business needs.

Essence
Ergonomic luxury.
Show you mean business with Essence - luxurious executive
task chair on the outside, powerhouse of ergonomic functions
on the inside.
With dramatic angles and deeply contoured foam, Essence
offers classic elegance for boardrooms and executive offices.
But style does not negate substance. This powerful range
provides optimum seat adjustment thanks to its smooth
synchronised mechanism and an inflatable lumbar for
supreme support.

Deep, sumptious upholstery for luxuriant comfort
‘Easy Step’, tension adjustment
Width and height adjustable arms
80mm of seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment

Impact
On the day. Not the body.
Create an impact in the office with a premium task chair
that’s stylish and beautifully finished.
With a multitude of ergonomic features as standard and
a choice of adjustment mechanisms for easy set-up, you’ll
spend the day at your desk in comfort. And thanks to
coordinating cantilever visitor and meeting chairs you
can achieve consistency throughout your workspace.

Multi adjustable headrest
‘Easy Step’, tension adjustment
Deep cushioned seat
Extra long, 100mm of seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Width and height adjustable arms

Exquisit
Form and function in
perfect harmony.
Choose an elegant task chair that allows fluid, yet
supportive movement.
Robust but surprisingly light to move around, Exquisit boasts
a graceful swan-curved back that’ll support you exactly
where you need it. And with rotary button adjustment
functionality you’ll find it quick and simple to fine tune this
chair to suit your preferences. Mix it up with adjustable arms,
head rests and cantilever styles to provide the perfect
chair for any office eventuality.

Multi adjustable headrest
Deep cushioned seat
Elegant, slim line back
Seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Side tension adjuster

Mono
3D ergonomics.
Set yourself up for a great day at the office with a task
chair that responds to your posture and movement.
With its flexible, shaped polypropylene back, Mono does
just that. Simply push a button and the self-tensioning,
body-balance synchro mechanism will allow you to choose
from five tilt positions. Or if you prefer, choose a dynamic
free float that responds naturally to the movements of your
body throughout the day. And with a breathable back,
anti-shock features and ratchet, lumbar height adjustment
as standard this chair really does do everything your
body needs it to.

Flexible upper back
Body Balance mechanism for ‘dynamic sitting’
Push button mechanism control
Seat depth adjustment
Width and height adjustable arms
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Upholstered back option

Ovair
Classic style for
your workplace.
Introduce a stylish update to your office seating arrangements.
Made to suit even the pickiest sitter, this is a task chair that
has been designed with long-term comfort in mind.
The precisely tensioned back mesh will keep you cool and dry
all day long, while the inbuilt lumbar support and body balance
synchro mechanism will ensure each member of your team
can set up their chair precisely to suit them.
It’s a one-size-fits-all office chair.

Cool, flexible mesh back
Body Balance mechanism for ‘dynamic sitting’
Push button mechanism control			
Height adjustable lumbar pad

Posturemax
Taking care of back-care.
Give your staff the gift of long-term spinal health when you
choose Posturemax.
Offering exceptional comfort that must be experienced to
be believed, this hardworking task chair incorporates unique
body-supporting technology and optimum adjustability.
Both of which work to reduce the likelihood of back problems
associated with long periods spent sitting down. Not only
that, it’s upholstered with heat reactive memory foam that
will mould specifically to cradle your body for additional back
health benefits.

Memory foam seat and back
Multi adjustable headrest
Synchronised mechanism plus
independent back angle adjustment
Seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Side tension adjuster
Width and height adjustable arms
Guaranteed for 24 hour per day use

Posturemax COOL
Comfortably cool all day.
Combine the engineering smarts of Posturemax with the
breathability of a mesh back.
Thanks to its unique body supporting technology, seat slider
for optimum adjustability, and synchronised mechanism with
independent back angle adjustment, Posturemax works
hard to guard against the back problems and stiffness that
can inevitably develop when you spend hours on end sitting
at a desk.
With a 5 year structural guarantee proving its safety, strength
and stability when in use for 24 hours per day, you can be sure
this one will stand the test of time.

Cool, flexible mesh back
Memory foam seat
Synchronised mechanism plus
independent back angle adjustment
Seat depth adjustment
Multi adjustable headrest
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Side tension adjuster
Width and height adjustable arms
Guaranteed for 24 hour per day use

Sensit
Engineered for active sitting.
Reduce the impact of sedentary office activities with Sensit.
Designed to offer the perfect support whatever your
physique, this groundbreaking task chair uses our patented
AirBridge technology to deliver variable support for your
spine. As you move gently during the course of your work,
air cushions help to stimulate your muscles, while the
self-tensioning body-balance mechanism provides an
optimum 2:1 recline ratio encouraging frequent posture
changes throughout the day.
Put simply, Sensit offers you a healthier way to sit.

Multi adjustable headrest
Body Balance mechanism for ‘dynamic sitting’
‘Air Care’ seat for ‘dynamic sitting’
Deep cushioned seat
Inflatable lumbar
Button release, height adjustable back
Width and height adjustable arms

Sensit-Lite
Supporting wellbeing at work.
Enjoy the benefits of our Sensit AirBridge technology
combined with a cool, breathable mesh back.
Developed to reduce the impact of prolonged sitting, dual air
cells in this health-conscious task chair engage core muscles
and actively encourage movement. Throw in a self-tensioning
body-balance mechanism that offers the right amount of
resistance for your size and you’ll have everything you need
to combat the stiffness and pain associated with sedentary
office-based work.
Sit healthier with Sensit-lite.

7 colour choices for mesh back
Body Balance mechanism for dynamic sitting
‘Air Care’ seat for dynamic sitting
Deep cushioned seat
Height adjustable, soft lumbar pad
Width and height adjustable arms

Inflexion
An executive decision
made easy.
Experience the Inflexion executive and you’ll quickly
understand why it’s our best-selling task chair.
Elegantly designed as it may be, this one is built for
all-day comfort. Combining a smartly sculptured back rest
with inflatable lumbar, a generous seat and your choice of
adjustment mechanism, this is a chair of exceptional style
and comfort.

Deeply contoured back for added support
Large, deep cushioned seat
2 Mechanism choices
Raised rear seat edge for lower back support
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment

Tangent X
Classic proportions.
Comfortable positions.
Set your seat to suit with Tangent X.
With Tangent X, it’s all about having the tools to create the
perfect chair for you. Operator Plus or Operator Synchro
mechanisms allow you to tilt the seat and adjust the angle
of the back. Or why not leave it unlocked to experience
free float allowing the recline to change as you move?
This can encourage gentle movement, reducing stiffness
and improving spinal health. Other options include
aluminium bases, seat sliders, folding arms, inflatable
lumbar supports and matching visitor chairs.

Anatomically curved back for comfort
2 Mechanism choices
Deep cushioned seat
Easy lift, back height adjustment

Horizon
99% recyclable.
100% comfortable.
Up the CSR anti when you choose task seating from
our Horizon range.
Offering the lowest environmental impact of any chair
of equivalent quality and cost, a Horizon task chair uses
up to 49% recycled material in its construction and is
up to 99% recyclable post use. But this one isn’t just for
the environmentally conscious. With an inflatable lumbar,
seat slider, flexible waterfall seat edge and flexible upper
back section, Horizon sets new standards for the level
of innovative ergonomic features in a key-price premium
task chair. It’s also BS5459 certified for strength and
stability. Good to know.

Flexible upper back
Replaceable fabric for extended chair life
2 Mechanism choices
75mm seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment
Flexible front seat edge
Side tension adjuster

Tiverton
The beauty is in the choice.
Versatility abounds when you discover our Tiverton range
of task chairs.
Designed to fulfill all the seating requirements you’ll need to
create a modern office environment, you’ll find comfortable
desk chairs, inviting visitor chairs and meeting chairs that
ensure no matter what’s on the agenda, you’ll at least be
seated in comfort. Ergonomically designed with inflatable
lumbar supports, a choice of three mechanisms, two back
heights and swivel and static options.
The name Tiverton is synonymous with choice.

3 Mechanism choices
2 back height choices
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment

Sculpt
A distinctive character
in any office.
For a mid-sized task chair that’s as striking as it is supportive.
With its highly contoured, hexagonal-shaped back and seat,
Sculpt is a geometric design-lovers dream, offering a different
look to ‘traditional’ office seating. But that’s not to say it doesn’t
do the business too. Fitted with Operator Synchro or Operator
Plus mechanisms for easy ergonomic set-up, there are plenty
of options to choose from. Prefer an aluminium base? Seat slider?
Folding arms or inflatable lumbar support? Sculpt has you covered.
You can even celebrate your choice of design with matching
visitor chairs from the range.

Deeply contoured back for added support
Raised rear seat edge for lower back support
2 Mechanism choices			
Easy lift, back height adjustment

Blenheim
A plethora of functional
features as standard.
Get great value for your money with the Blenheim
- a task chair with a high number of standard features.
From inflatable lumbars to seat sliders to back and seat
adjustments, the Blenheim promises comfort for all
who sit in it. And with two adjustment mechanisms to
choose from as well as three arm styles, your Blenheim
will come ready to set up and settle down to a day’s work
in comfort. What’s more it’s proven to be stable and
robust - all structural components are tested to BS5459.
Blenheim will help you work smart all day long.

2 Mechanism choices
Seat depth adjustment
Inflatable lumbar
Easy lift, back height adjustment

P83ADJ

P83

PHL73ADJ

PHL83

PHL83ADJ

PMB83

PMB83ADJ

Posturemax 200

PHL73

All this and the spectrum of colour and choice of fabrics
is only limited by your imagination - for the perfect
Task Chair take your pick...

Posturemax Cool

All of our task chairs carry a 5 year structural warranty whilst in 8 hour per day use,
up to 150Kg load. The Posturemax ranges are covered for 5 years whilst in 24 hour
per day use, the Posturemax200 range being suitable for loads up to 200kg.
This warranty excludes fair wear and tear and damage or failure caused by misuse.
Please note: the chair imagery and appearance of the corresponding mechanisms
are representative only and may differ slightly according to mechanism type.

PMB73

The Suite Shop

P73

Our Task Seating suite has a chair for every need.
From Reception to Boardroom; for ergonomic and
environmental improvement. And every price bracket.
We’ve got it covered. And all our task chairs come
with a 5 year structural warranty.

P73ADJ

Posturemax

PMB73ADJ

Spoilt for choice.

The Suite Shop

E82ADJ

EC80A

ECMA80A

EQ22ADJ

EQ32

EQ32ADJ

EQMA20

EQEX20

EQC20

E92ADJ

Exquisit

EQ22

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

BLMA20

BLEX20

BLC20A

BLC20

BL21ADJ
BL22ADJ

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

BL21A		 Operator Plus mech
BL22A		 Operator Synchro mech

BL21
BL22

Blenheim

Essence

IM31ADJ Operator Plus mech
IM32ADJ Operator Synchro mech

IMC20

IMEX20

IMMA20

IFC80

IFEX80

IFMA80

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

IF91ADJ 		
IF92ADJ		

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

IM21ADJ		
IM22ADJ

IM21
IM22

IM31		Operator Plus mech
IM32		Operator Synchro mech

Inflexion
IF91		
Operator Plus mech
IF92		
Operator Synchro mech

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

IF81ADJ		
IF82ADJ		

IF81
IF82

The Suite Shop

HZ30

HZ20

HZ10

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

HZ51ADJ
HZ52ADJ

HZ51
HZ52

Horizon

Impact

The Suite Shop

MONBC110

MONBEX110

MONBMA110

MONBC120

MONBEX120

MONBMA120

MONW222

MONW222ADJ

MONWC210

MONWEX210

MONWMA210

MONWC220

MONWEX220

MONWMA220

OVC30

OVEX30

OVMA30

OV40

OV40A

OV50

OV50A

MONB122ADJ

MONB122

MONB112ADJ

MONW212ADJ

MONB112

OV32ADJ

Ovair
MONW212

Mono - White

OV32

Mono - Black

STA202ADJ

STAC100

STALEX300

STALMA300

STAMA100

STAEX100

STA202

STALC300

STA102

STA102ADJ

Sensit-Lite

STAL302ADJ

STAL302

The Suite Shop

SCTMA10

SCTEX10

SCTC10

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

SCT11ADJ
SCT12ADJ

SCT11
SCT12

Sculpt

Sensit

TC550

TC550A

TEX550

TMA550

TC990

TC990A

TEX990

TMA990

Operator mech
Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

Operator mech
Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

T550ADJ
T551ADJ
T552ADJ

Operator mech
Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

T990ADJ
T991ADJ
T992ADJ

T550
T551
T552

T550A		 Operator mech
T551A		 Operator Plus mech
T552A		 Operator Synchro mech

Operator mech
Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

T990A		 Operator mech
T991A		 Operator Plus mech
T992A		 Operator Synchro mech

T990
T991
T992

The Suite Shop

Operator Plus mech
Operator Synchro mech

SCTMA20X

SCTEX20X

SCTC20XA

SCTC20X

SCT21XADJ Operator Plus mech
SCT22XADJ Operator Synchro mech

SCT21XA
SCT22XA

SCT21X Operator Plus mech
SCT22X Operator Synchro mech

Tangent X

Tiverton
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